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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF
RUBBER LITERATURE
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for 1938 and 1939
Compiled by D. E. Cable, Ph.D., Ch.E.
Chairman of the Science-Technolam Group of S.L.A.

This bibliography is the only book of its kind available. Its primary object is to
assemble all references to rubber, stripped of abstracts or annotations, but giving
sufficient immediate information, and sufficient directions to permit the reader
to locate the original articles (and translations and reprints) or alternatively, one
or more abstracts of those articles. I t is, in effect, a "clearing house" for all
published information on every branch of rubber technology, manufacturing, etc.
The subject matter is divided into separate appropriate classifications, supplemented by complete author and subject indexes and journal abbreviations. I t is
thus a simple matter to locate a single article, or all that has appeared on any
particular subject.
The Bibliography of Rubber Literature was
first brought out covering the year 1935. Subsequently, editions covering 1936 and 1937 have
been published. The present volume covering
1938 and 1939, will follow the same satisfactory
style of previous issues. This edition also inaugurates the appearance of the bibliography an
a biennial, covering the literature of the previous
two years.
A complete set of
' ' ~ i b l i ~ ~ rofa ~
Rubber Literature" will be indispensable to
libraries desiring to furnish readers the best
rubber information available.

I

PRICES
per cent discount to Iibrarier
Bibliography for 1935. . . . . . . . $ ~ . o o
Bibliography for 1 9 3 6 . . . . , $2.00
~ i b l i for
~ 1937,
~ ~ , - ~- - ~, ,$2,00
h ~
20

,

h~

for 1 9 3and
~ 1939.$4.00
Ail volumes 6 x 9 inches
CLOTH BINDINGS

Published by
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250 West 57th Street, New York City
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express the views of the authors, and do
nor necessarily represent the opinion or the policy of the editorial staff and publisher
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STABILIZING JOBS AND WAGES
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BUSINESS BAROMETERS AND INVESTMENT

ment Fundamenials."

WHAT'S PAST IS PROLOGUE
By MARYBARNETTGILSOA.An abwrhing working biography of an energetic woman who
made a career of industrial relationi. Reveals dramatic episodes in forty ears of progress in
em loyer-employee dealings starting wit! +derick Taylor an$ seientiic Management up
to Pederal recoenition of collective areamme rrehts Gwes mmmate and vivid accounts of
prominent ind&ialists
and business&
wgo h>ve led the crusade for better managerial
$3.00
policies. A provocative business biography for every alert business executive.

DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING AND SELLING
Ry F R ~ ECNER
K
and L. roe^ WALTER.Here two acknowledged ex erts of direct-mail
advertising offer specific, tested guidance on virtually every phase of se%ing goods through
the mail, including - costs, lists, letter writing, campaign tactics, special sellinyids, etc.
Relongs on the desk of every advertising and promotion man. Widely acclaimed y Leadmg
direct-mail authorities.
$3.00

RESTAURANT MENU PLANNING
By ANNHOKE.Restaurants of all typea, chain and independent, including hotels, eorporation and institutional dining rooms, will find many money-saving and money-makin &as
in this hook hy a profersional reitaurant consultant and instructor at the Cornell ~ e % o oofl
IIotel Management. Offer. many sug ebtion~on - how to make the menu as appetizing t o
the eye as to the palate; how t o give k o d eye-appeal, word-ap eal and p - a p p e a l j how to
plan standard, daily, and special menus; how much to charge E r food; mts of tavortto combinations, covering every iiem on the menu.
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new pr&et t o p h t i n g it in tho hands of the conkmer. The anthoria a wel~knownconsultanr
$3.00
and mstrnetor of marketing apceializing in drug products.
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LIABILITY FOR SCHOOL ACCIDENTS
By Hmnv N. ROSENFIELD.
For every educational institution library and wherever school
administrators, trustees, counsels, and hoard memhers can get ready access l o it, this longneeded vulwne offers vital logal counael on all prohlemr of responsibility in school misha s
Based on actual court decisions and opinions of state legal and educational officials.
diacusres specific problems of school administration with relation to the intensive drive
$2.00
for safety education now under way.
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Municipal Reference Libraries*
By MARGARET KEHL
Municipal Reference Library, New York City

THEMAIN DIFFERENCE between ordinary
public library or special library work, and
that of municipal reference, is the twin
demand. The public library serves the
public, the special library its own clientele,
but the library created for public administration, must serve both adequately.
Most municipal reference libraries are part
of the public library and must receive any
or all citizens, at the same time working
closely with the civil official and employees
whose needs are paramount. It is very
practical work, for the poor misguided
stranger who only wants to know where
to get his certificate of arrival into this
country or prove his birth for an old age
pension, for the city's legal expert who
wonders if any other city has tried to
regulate porters successfully, or for the
city employee who wishes to take a civil
service examination.
The dual purpose of municipal reference
is reflected in its collection of books,
pamphlets, clippings and documents. The
document collection is vital, because these
libraries are usually depositories for their
city's publications and for those of other
cities whose problems are similar. The
citizen is interested, or should be, in what
his particular city is doing, and the public
official uses previous studies to save the
expense of new research. The employees of
the city expect to find information on their
particular jobs whether they are clerks or
engineers. This presupposes a very general
reference collection in addition to the civic
government tools. Most of these libraries
'

Fmmmddrrrs to ?he librarrrlnz~of New Jcriry Cull~gciui Women.
NEW
L+"rl.~i~k,N.J.,
undtr Z ~ PYIPIUI
E
Of Ih. NIW Jersey Chlprer 0,
rhc 5pa3d Librlrlrr Alaocimun.
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circulate their goods to the civil employees
with a good grace that overlooks overdues;
about half of them never charge fines.
The Tisdel "Survey" of December 1937,
reported that eleven of the nineteen municipal reference libraries were distributing
agents for their city's documents; nine
others help in or are responsible for the
compiling of the indexes to ordinances or
codes. As far as New York Municipal
Reference Library is concerned, we sometimes wish we could compile our city
indexes, but any work which we do along
that line is in our own hles. We find i t
necessary to keep current indexes of slip
laws and bills, as well as legal cases in
which the city is concerned. We clip civil
service material of all sorts, as well as
daily newspapers. Our monthly publication, the Municipal Reference Library Notes,
keeps our city officials and similar folk all
over the world informed on accessions in
the field and current problems. Ten other
libraries publish lists of some sort of their
recent additions. Three, besides our own,
have prepared city brochures similar to,
hut not as elaborate as that edited by
Miss Rebecca Rankin - N e w York Advancing. We are the only one of the group
to have presented regular radio programs
for ten years.
Typical subjects on which bibliographies
are prepared by any one of the twenty odd
libraries over the country, are: government, hrst of all, state, municipal, federal,
with all its types, such as the city manager
plan; the many ramifications, such as
proportional representation, city planning,
traffic, bingo and lottery games, obscene
literature, transients, permanent registra-
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tion of voters, use of streets for advertising,
public utility rates, municipal airports,
bicycle registration, cost of living and
retail prices, training for public service.
All of the municipal reference libraries
report extensive use of their material for
civil service examinations. This use has
increased because unemployment in private
industry tends to enhance the value of
government service. So great did the press
of work a t New York Municipal Reference Library become, that a separate desk
with a librarian was created jn 1938 for
handling civil service requests exclusively.
This specialization within a special library
has proved its worth in the last two years
and receives favorable comment both from
our public and the Civil Service Commission which we also serve. We have just
started to mimeograph our bibliographies
on specific civil service positions for general
distribution a t 20 cents each to cover cost.
These will be listed in the American
Library Association Bookli~t, in addition to Public Affairs Information Service and
our Nom.
Questions often stray from the straight
line of government. In our library, we
have been asked for the picture of a June
bug to ascertain the number of its legs; for
books on the care of a ring-tailed monkey;
and where to obtain a live woodpecker for
advertising purposes. These may not be
legitimate examples of our work, but they
show that our public believes we are
inexhaustible. The whale question was
down our alley. A fisherman finding a dead
whale brought it to shore on one of New
York City's beaches, intending to use the
carcass for fertilizer or what have you.
Before he got around to it, the stench of
the whale reached the local inhabitants
and prompted the Department of Sanitation to remove it. The fisherman brought
suit against the city for its value,
and the Finance Department asked us to
hnd out just how much a whale was worth.
I t was a pretty chase, and we learned a
great deal about the different types of
318

whales, where the whale bone came from
.and how the oil was used. Since corsets
are not as rigidly whalebone as formerly,
the man had greatly overestimated his
whale. Some of the most helpful material
was found in government documents, but
the trail finally led to Roy Chapman
Andrews of the Museum of Natural
History.
We could not afford to give so much time
and research to a specific question, if i t
were not for the fact that each member of
our staff has had some desk duty and each
has a particular specialty. All of us shoulder certain routine duties, such as checking
incoming mail and books, filing and indexing legislation, binding, stamping books
for circulation, book reviewing and checkingfor new material. The staff divides into
clerical, cataloging and reference categories. Miss Rankin, besides being Administrator, is also Editor of the note^. The
Assistant Librarian serves in her absence,
is responsible for state legislative matters, the bulletin board and posters, as
well as being an expert in certain research.
The Librarian in our Public Health branch
is conversant with the particular subjects
of medicine and food. Three other reference
assistants, including civil service, are
familiar with over-the-desk questions and
primed with legal and city document
knowledge. The Librarian's secretary has
an important source file of correspondence
and association data. Miss Rankin believes
in rotation of positions, and even our catalogers have daily desk assignments. The
reference members do not do any cataloging, however, which is as it should he.
This not only provides greater flexibility
but is a great help when illness or vacation
depletes the staff. Three telephone lines
keep us busy, too, and it's rather significant
that most of the staff can operate the
switchboard and answer calls. "Miss
Rankin w h o controls the best organized
and largest municipal reference library in
the world" (says Mr. Bell's paper) said in
her 1938 report: "The demands for informa-

'

-~

.

.

tion constantly increase beyond current
facilities of supply."
Very little has been written on the personnel of libraries, whether i t be municipal
reference libraries or public. The American
Library Association provides us with general salary scales, i t is true, but I am speaking of the individual requirements set up
for staff members and how they measure
up. In examining articles on the subject of
Municipal Reference Libraries, only a line
here and there indicates that there are
other staffmembers than the head and what
their specific duties are. The Gill study in
chart form shows that in all nineteen
municipal reference libraries covered, the
staff ranges from rwo to thirteen, and in
some cases where municipal reference is
done by divisions of the public library,
there is no separate staff. This means that
the chief or director of these branches is
most important and is often only supplemented by a clerk or secretary.
I have estimated some two hundred and
fifty employees in the libraries engaged in
public administration throughout the country. This includes many government agencies with libraries, in addition to municipal
reference. The estimate is based on the list
included by Mrs. Lucile Keck in Public
Administrarion Librariss but does not include
state libraries. The number is necessarily
conservative since the Gill study is the
only one which actually lists the number
of employees in municipal reference libraries. Neither am I able to find out just how
many of these libraries are under civil
service, though we know that Los Angeles,
Chicago and Milwaukee function under it.
This is fairly important should any librarian want to locate in another state's
library.
In the New Yotk Municipal Reference
Library, several of our staff members with
long service records came to the library
almost directly from high school either
through employment agencies or by school
recommendations. They started as clerks
and with their experience have now reached

the prpfessional scales. Three, including
the chief Librarian, had valuable experience at the New York Main Library
before coming to Municipal Reference.
Three others owe their entrance to our
library, to the employmenr files of the
Special Libraries Association. Four of
the thirteen had other special library
experience before coming into the municipal field. Both the secretary and one of
our page-clerks have had business courses
and other extension work. Of a staff of
thirteen, with the possible exception of
our page position, there have been only
three vacancies in recent years. Of the two
openings in 1938 we may reasonably be
proud, because they represented the creation of two new positions brought about
by our growth. Our catalogerhas been with
us six months, and our latest page only a
month. Counting these newer staff members, the average service record of our
library is still eleven years.
Opportunity in the municipal reference
library field appears to be small. Many
head librarians have organized and stayed
with their libraries. Long service records
imply few vacancies, but I noticed in the
last Library Journal that a new head had
been appointed in the Minneapolis Business and Municipal Branch. Opportunity
for new libraries is really great, with government activities expanding daily. State
legislative reference libraries started around
1900 and now exist in most states, whereas
municipal libraries began at almost the
same period but have not increased rapidly
in number. Mr. Reining believes this is
largely due to privately supported bureaus
of research which offer municipal information similar to public municipal reference
service. Memphis, Rochester and the Bureau of the Census' municipal reference
collection are the most recently created
libraries. But if only twenty key cities have
them at present, i t should be possible to
prove to at least twenty others that municipal reference libraries are valuable and
economical. Besides, the municipal tefer-

ence library should be the logical answer
to the better preservation of municipal
records. Perhaps the combination of business and municipal reference, as already
used in several cities, would convince
other othcials. Perhaps we need a seasoned
campaigner to go around the land to set
up a few more of these agencies.
Bm~~oona~m
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Technical Book Review Index
ITIS with the utmost regret that the Executive Board of the Special Libraries Association announces the resignation of Miss
Granville Meixell as Editor of the Technical Book Review Index, to take effectwith the
termination of Volume V.
When in 1935, Special Libraries Association revived and sponsored the Index,
Miss Meixell, who is Engineering Librarian of Columbia University, was appointed its Editor. Under her skilled
guidance and with the periodical resources
of the Science Library at her disposal,
TBRI has become an invaluable reference

tool for both the librarian and the research
worker.
Beginning with Volume VI, Number 1
(September, 1940), the Index will be edited
and published at 4400 Forbes Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, under the direction
of the following committee, all of whose
members are located in Pittsburgh:
Jolan M. Fertig, Librarian
Westinghause Research Laboratories
Edith Portman, Librarian
Mellon Insriture of Industrial Research
Elwood K. McClrlland. Technology Librarian
carnegie Library of Pittsburgh

Correspondence and Research Reports
in a Library
By HARRIIXTE WOODWARD
Jackson Laboratory Library, E. I. du Ponr de Nemours &Company, Inc., Wilmingron, Delaware

already has an efficient filing system, i t
OPEICIAL
RECORDS VARY in different kinds
of organizations. Those in the scientific would be expensive to disturb it; but if
field include many research reports and cor- improvement is desired the library can
respondence. Reports and correspondence broaden its activities to include it. The liare both of such substance technically and brary is used to anticipating the needs of
of so much reference value that they cannot the entire organization and will be able
be adequately filed in a general corre- to catalog material so that all important
spondence file. Their place seems, most phases will be brought out. Furthermore,
logically, t o be in the library.
it is trained in filing and indexing. Since
Scanning this material as i t is received, members of the organization are in the
gives the librarian advance information as habit of turning to the library with reto direction of the organization's work; quests, they will be pleased to take all
i t keeps him abreast of new developments queries to the librarian and not to have to
and gives him a chance t o prepare for calls. decide which should go to the filing deIt enables him to realize the full value of partment. This will not only save time
incoming pamphlets, trade catalogs, liter- but will avoid inadequate or incomplete
ature surveys, patent references; those in- answers.
cluded with the correspondence can be imCorrespondence and research reports are
mediately noted in the Library catalog.
usually considered confidential and are kept
Many scientific organizations keep their in vaults, with perhaps even the index
reports and correspondence in a central cards locked. Consequently they are kept
filing department; some prefer to have them apart from other holdings of the library.
kept by the departments to which they Sometimes letters and reports are filed tobelong. Can i t he good to make patent gether according to the research project
lawyers chase back and forth to a central which they concern, but more often the
file every time they want to review a case? two are handled separately.
An indiscriminate doling out of material
may lead to loss. Has each of the departments an adequate filing system? Is there
Research reports are so similar ro docmaterial in one department's tile which toral dissertations that they should present
might be of value to another? How thor- no problem to thelibrarian. Although they
ough is cooperation between depart- are unpublished they lend themselves to
ments? Such considerations determine the same treatment as pamphlets. The simwhether the service could be improved by plest scheme is to use the project or serial
transferring part or all of such material to numbers and make a subject index if
a "central file."
needed. Some libraries reverse that process
The library is best qualified to handle a by fitting the reports into a classification
central file. Of course, if an organization or a series of subject headings and making
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cards for the numbers. Still others think i t
advisable to do full cataloging for each
report. A numerical classification or one
using letters is frequently the best method
of handling, and the selection of a suitable
scheme is a weighty problem. The usual
need is for a fairly detailed system with
adequate provision for main subjects. As
to notation, experience has shown that
short numbers are advisable because long
ones are cumbersome and time consuming.
One library uses a combination of numbers
and words: e.g., if 732.2 were used for
"Metals," the subdivision might be as
follows:

732.2 Aluminum
732.2 Antimony
732.2 Copper, etc.

A library which uses the same classification system for all its holdings has one
catalog which indexes everything. Different colored cards are used for various types
of material. Reports are not completely
indexed, as are books and the like, but anal y t i c ~are inserted for specific items not
covered by the classification. This system
gives the advantage of having only one
catalog to consult for all files in the library. However, many organizations d o
not permit confidential and published materials to be combined.
Folders of some kind are usually necessary for filing, especially when the material consists of flimsy sheets. Some libraries find i t satisfactory to keep them loose
in manila folders but others insist on fastening them in binders to keep them in order
and to reduce loss. In some places reports on
the same project are pinned or clipped together and slipped into envelopes or manila
folders. If different kinds of material, such
as monthly, quarterly and annual reports,
or those from several departments, are put
into different colored folders, they can be
filed together and yet be differentiated.
One library places a guide card a t the
beginning of each main classification number to show the subdivisions; if a number

extends through several drawers two o r
three such guides are used.
The question of space is important. If i t
is not possible to house all the files in the
library o r filing room, closed projects
might be removed and only open subjects
be kept a t hand. The cataloging is usually
checked when such a transfer is made, and
unimportant material discarded. There are
librarians who like to clear their files in
this manner in spite of having an abundance of space.
In making loans, the method most used
for charging is to put an "out" card in the
file in place of the sheets or folders removed. The record of the charge is usually
made on the "out" card, but i t can be put
on small cards which are kept separately.
One library makes regular library charge
cards for the folders and charges them as
if they were books.
Some librarians give editorial aid in the
preparation of their company's reports
raising the literary quality and amplifying
background information. In organizations
which require abstracts of reports, librarians have been helpful by catching discrepancies between the abstract and the report
and by showing how the abstract might be
more concise.
The services of a bibliographer are
sometimes given to report writers. The bibliographer receives a copy of the assignment of work as soon as it is issued; he
searches for previous studies of the subject,
made either by his own company or by
someone w h o published results; he watches
new literature for information which
might be of assistance. In places where
workers do this searching themselves the
bibliographer acts as adviser.
Libraries which give "project numbers"
to each assignment of work make sure that
all similar projects are kept together under
the same number. A check is made periodically to see that reports on each problem are being written a t proper intervals.
The librarian also takes care that copies of
reports g o to everyone interested (depart-

Tickler copies or memoranda may be
kept for letters which need replies in order
to check that answers are written.
The mail should reach the persons for
whom i t is intended without delay. For
that reason some libraries defer classification until the letters have been returned to
file, although it may be done a t once if the
staff is able to handle the work rapidly.
Afollow-up system was instituted in one
Although most of the correspondence library to encourage the men to return
produced these days is useful only at the letters to file instead of burying them in
time i t is written, the letters of scientific their desks. Mimeographed forms for indiorganizations are often records of per- cating writer, addressee, subject, and date
manent value. A research worker may send are used as "overdue notices" which are
his chief a memorandum suggesting a new sent a t prescribed intervals. As a result,
line of work; one of the salesmen may sub- 75% of its letters are now returned within
mit inside information on a competitor; a two weeks after charging, as against a
firm may make special quotations on raw previous count of 25y0 returned within a
materials; two plants may collaborate on month.
designing some equipment; a supervisor
File copies of outgoing mail are usually
may propose improvements in a manu- listed separately from incoming letters but
facturing process; an executive may dis- they are all filed together.
cuss a patent case; and a host of other peoCorrespondence is filed by subject groups
ple may record items which will be of in either a series of subject headings or a
interest in later years.
numerical or other classification. All letters
The library may have complete charge on one transaction may be pinned or
of the correspondence from the time i t is clipped together; or a strictly chronologireceived by the organization until it is filed, cal arrangement can be maintained in each
or it may only take care of the filing. Al- group, with the date of the previous letter
though procedures vary, there is one thing noted on any which do not carry a typed
on which everybody agrees: incoming mail reference to it. There may be only one file,
must be opened and stamped with the date or each year's correspondence may be kept
received. I t is well to list the letters so separately, or there may be "current" and
that i t may be determined a t any time just
permanent" files. In the last case, the
what has been written or received. Hunt- current file is reviewed at intervals (usually
ing an answer to Mr. X's letter is much about once a year) to discard unimportant
easier if the fact of its arrival can be defi- material and to transfer letters on closed
nitely established. An efficient method of transactions to the permanent file. If a
listing is that of a library which assigns a transaction is re-opened later, the old
serial number to each letter and enters it in correspondence is taken back into the curan "accession book." The entry includes rent file. Sometimes photostats, reprints,
the date of the letter, the names of writer clippings, etc., are added to increase the
and recipient, and a brief title or indication usefulness of a file, although many people
of subject matter, with space provided for feel that correspondence should be kept
the classification number and circulation free of extraneous matter.
list. Other organizations merely make a
The correspondence is likely to contain
list without using serial numbers or show- much information that will be lost unless
ing location of letters.
special means are provided to locate it.
ment heads having been known to forget
names which should be included).
Assistance is given to individuals w h o
wish to keep files of their own. In organizations which want their employees to see
what the other workers are doing, the
library can compile and circulate an abstract bulletin of reports.

,
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How can a letter which registers complaints about two entirely different products be put under both? Or how can a letter
be classified to bring out both a product
and its uses if both are described? Using
duplicate letters will accomplish this
purpose, or if duplicates are not available,
dummies can he made on mimeographed or
printed forms. The classification number
or subject heading of the dummy is recorded
on rhe original letter.
"See also'' references are useful for directing attention to other sections of the tile
where similar or related material will be
found; e.g., references from finished products to their raw materials. If they are
typed on letter-size paper they can be 6led
at the front of the folder in question.
Some items will be easily found only if
they are indexed. Unless correspondence is
filed under the names of outside companies,
i t is useful to have cards showing where
such letters are. Cards are frequently valuable for different kinds of numbers, such
as those for orders, samples, tests, parents,
and for visitors, meetings, bibliographies,
toxicity tests, etc. One factor which helps
determine the amount of indexing needed
is the number of letters in a given classification number or subject heading; the
more voluminous the correspondence, the
more detailed the indexing - i t is easy to
run through twenty letters but with several
hundred a good index is indispensable.
Confidential corresoondence on salaries
or
and
personal
work [hat must be closely guarded can be
at least
such
entirely
time as it is no longer considered conhdential. In some organizations the library
treats everything as secret, not being permitted to disclose w h o has borrowed
books, pamphlets, reports, or any other
material, and letting
- only
. the library staff
consult correspondence files. In other organizations there is no such restriction,
and the library must take especial nrecaution with whatever confidential material it
receives.
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If an organization which has research
reports and correspondence of permanent
value wishes to improve the way in which
they are handled, it will find the library
capable of assuming the task. The library
personnel is rrained in the fundamentals of
filing and indexing; i t also has appreciation of the subject matter; it understands
the workings of the organization and
knows its interests; it is thus able to see
the problem as a whole and to plan mechanical procedures so that all information
will be quickly available and in the best
possible form. In addition, the library will
strengthen the services it is already giving
by becoming well acquainted with the reports and correspondence. There are many
ways to treat these materials, each suited
to the needs in a particular situation; every
organization must select and adapt its own
methods.
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Publicizing Special Libraries *
By ROBERT GROS
Publicity Department, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Francisco

WHENREADING THE PROCEEDINGS of the
1939 library convention, your speaker was
particularly interested to note that the
California chapters have been actively engaged in a promotional program during
the past several years. Presumably, the
objective of such a program is fundaruentally the same as that undertaken by other
groups, commercial or otherwise. In thorough keeping with rhe human equation,
you want to be well thought of; you want
your work to be appreciated; you hope that
through such a promotional program you
may do something toward expanding the
facilities, budgets and personnel of the
already existent special libraries. Presumably, too, you want to spread the idea of
creating new special libraries.

shooting our mark. But let no librarian
endeavor to sell the special library idea to
hard-headed business executives on the
assumption that their mentality is of
twelve- or fourteen-year level! (3) This
service commodity which you are offering
falls into the category of what we might
call specialty sales. In short, you have a
highly specialized product which you can
sell only to a very limited audience. One
must ignore the general public, except for
the purpose of carrying on a broad, general
public relations program.
BASESOF

THE

SALES
CAMPAIGN

Your publicity, or promotional campaign resolves itself then into an individual
sales campaign, predicated upon three
broad premises:
BUSINESS
vs. SERVICE
PROMOTION
1. Any successful individual sales camThere are basic differences between a paign must be based upon a broad, general
business promotional campaign and one and solid foundation.
such as you may undertake. These dilfer2. Your direct customer is the hardences can be boiled down to three principal headed businessman, w h o never tires of
points: (1) The nature of your commod- reminding academic folk that he is impaity is quite different. You are not selling tient of theory, enamored of fact. Often he
a can of soup, a kilowatt hour of elec- understands neither the technique nor the
tricity, nor some sensational Hollywood function of a librarian; too often he is not
preparation that "quickens the pulse, sold on the library idea a t all.
sweetens the breath and makes cooking a
3. Your hard-headed businessman-cuspleasure." Your product is one of service - tomer is primarily interested in results. A
than which there can be no higher calling. sign, in large letters in a front window of
(2) Your audience is more intelligent m d the building opposite the San Francisco
more difficultboth to approach and to sell. Chronicle, sums up eloquently this characIn the advertising game we have to keep teristic attitude of businessmen. The sign
constantly before us the basic premise that reads, "Use Chronicle Want Ads. There's no
if our copy is not intelligible to a twelve- substitute for results." Therefore, I think
or fourteen-year-old mind, we are over- i t behooves you special librarians to
*From in rddreaa prr3mr.d i r Julnr .Mcrzing of rbc L o Prlrrrro
recognize that your product is going to be
Bay Rcginn sod Sclurhrrn Cnliiomir Chrprerh of rhe S p c i d Libracier
judged by the test of modern business,
A.,m,s,:m.
i

"What does i t offer in concrete results?'
Your potential customer is not interested in
having a library per se, to perform the
usual library functions. To him, of necessity, and rightly, a special library is but a
tool which can be useful to busy executives
in gathering and presenting the information without which no executive can make
sound decisions. This purely utilitarian attitude on the part of big executives is easy
to understand. Indeed, i t is born of necessity
and had its origin in the brackets far below
those which we classify as "executive."
In my own very short and humble career
in the business world, I have recognized a
gradual and inevitable change in my own
concept of the role of a library. As a student and later as a young teacher at Stanford University, I regarded a library as a
place where I could have access to the accumulated knowledge of the ages -in an
effort to improve my own brain through
exhaustive study and careful assimilation.
In this fast-moving business world, however, one does not have the opportunity,
and unfortunately soon loses the inclination for leisurely, thorough, library work.
In my own brief and contrasting experience
then, I have found myself undergoing this
metamorphosis, dictated not by idealism,
but by sheer necessity. Today I look upon a
library and upon our own librarians for
intellectual short-cuts on my part -that
I may let them do the work, while I take
the credit. Whether we like i t or not,
whether this is the ideal situation or not,
these questions are not for us to decide,
but for us to face.

In considering media and techniques,
once again we have to face certain limitations, inherent in the differences between
your selling campaign and that of general
business:
1. The limited audience with which you
are dealing does not justify a large expenditure for promotional activities.
2. Any expenditure for promotion or

publicity is difficult for you to finance,
because you have no direct profit returns
to compensate for your expenditures.
3. This lack of profit is an added obstacle
in your campaign to sell the special library
idea to business. Addition of a non-productive department is diflicult to accomplish. You cannot show your businessman
prospect that adding a special library will
directly increase sales. You must sell him,
then, on the more intangible, but nonetheless valuable, indirect benefits that accrue
from having a special library.
4. Your problem and your potential customer, are both highly individualized.
There can be no universally acceptable
special library plan, for despite basic similarities, the special library which would be
helpful to a great oil company or public
utility would differ greatly from that which
could be valuable to a university or other
quasi-public institution or association.
5 . The inherent dignity that is always
associated with the nature of librarianship
and rightly must always be so associated,
reminds us that your publicity campaign
cannot degenerate into one of ballyhoo and
pressure. How ridiculous i t would be for
you to base a campaign upon the standard
Hollywood notion that everything you
offer is "super-colossal" or "stupendous"!

A three-point program which suggests,
in my opinion, the only practical basis for
any publicity or promotional campaign
which you might undertake, and one commensurate with the practical objectives you
are seeking and with the inherent dignity
of your profession, contemplates (1) publication of a gcncral brochure telling a broad
story of the role of the special library, (2)
an individualized presentation to direct
prospects, (3) a constant, consistent public
relations and pxblicity program.

Why not publish a general promotional
brochure, financed either by your national

association or by one of its cnmponknt
chapters? Such a publication should be
general and broad, and, in keeping with
the accepted trend in advertising today, i t
should be illustrated both pictorially and
statistically. Don't fall into the academic
abyss of over-statisticizing! For this purpose more statistics per se won't do; your
figures must cell a story!
Such a brochure could and should tell in
a broad general way what a special library
is and what its possibilities might be something along the following line:
1. Differentiate between a "special library" and a "general reference library."
2. Tell in resumt form the story of what
has been done by the special library movement in general.
3. Tell the story of the special library's
function and its possibilities as:
a) A repository for statistical and technical material peculiar to the industry
or company i t is serving.
b) A service bureau - a time-saver to
busy executives, weeding out {:he
chaff from the wheat for them.
c) A research bureau constantly seeking
new ideas, new methods and techniques and constantly on the alert for
successful innovations in parallel
fields - all of which conceivably
might be of aid to the executives of
your own company.
4. Emphasize the basic tenet of a special
library - knowing where to get information is infinitely more important even than
a futile ambition to have all the information on hand. One of the most salutary results of your Special Libraries Association
is the unusual cooperation among the
various member libraries, as illustrated by
such publications as your remarkable
charr * which shows the sources of California commodity statistics.
5. Make your presentation a thoroughly
practical one, approached from the bnsinessman's viewpoint that the special
library is one of his tools to efficiency.
5- sp.~i.i Litrui.,, ie.mmtrr ,939, p. 240.
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a) Don't scare off your prospects with an
over-ambitious program. Obviously,
each of you would like to see your
budget tripled, your floor space expanded to 50,00Osquarefeet, and your
personnel upped to fifty research assistants per special library. Need I tell
you that this is an idle dream? Also,
you knowfar betterthanl, that a business, a college, or an association can
get just about as much as i t is willing
to pay for in the way of special librarians and special facilities. If i t must
start out modestly, so be it; and you
utter a fervent prayer that the experiment will take, and that its executives
can soon be sold on the idea of further
expansion, based upon past successes.
b) Avoid anything in your approach
which would smack of theoretical
idealism. Remember the businessman is "hard-headed."
c) Mention costs not in terms of dollars and cents, for the comparison is
impossible until you know the specific reqcirements and the degree of
interest of the particular business you
are trying to sell. Refer to costs solely
in terms of results, savings and efficiency.

The second phase of the three-point
program must be a highly individualized
presentation, applying a specific application of the idea to the business you are
endeavoring to sell. It will thus supplement the broad story your brochure has
told of what the special library can do in
general. I presume this presentation could
be financed and prepared by the local chapter of your association. It should not cost
much. In form i t would be simply a welltyped and well-organized job, representing
purely an individual contact approach.

I have spoken of the basic tenet that any
successful promotional program must rest

upon a broad foundation, namely a constant and consistent publicity or public
relations program. This phase of your activity can be held to a negligible monetary
cost, although it will cost much in time,
originality, and initiative on the part of
your own local chapter and its individual
members.
I believe its objectives should be tbreefold:
1. General good public relations - that
you may be well-thought-ofand understood
by that large segment of the public with
whom you have some contact, albeit more
indirect than that with your potential
customers. Although general and broad,
i t may very conceivably lead to interesting
some specific prospect or paving the way
for a direct promotional effort.
2. It should stress a program of broad
dissemination of news telling of the existence
and activity of special libraries and librarians.
3. Certainly it should help sustain the
internal morale of your organization -in
short helping your sense of having a "design for living" - without which all of us
soon lose incentive.

The various techniques or media which
you might employ in striving toward these
three objectives fall pretty generally into
some half dozen or more proper categories:
1. Newspaper stories regarding new publications, surveys, meetings and activities of
the special librarians group. Remember
here the rule that must be heeded by him
who seeks to "get a story into the paper."
Running to the city editor with simply a
meeting notice or some other dry and boring announcement, important to your own
members perhaps, but definitely lacking in
news value from the standpoint of the paper,
is absolutely futile. The copy-desk man
judges stories from the criterion of reader
interest. In short, see to i t that your story
is built around something alive - that it
contains a vibrant news-ualue.

2. Your publications are excellent tellers
of your story. I think, however, that instead of simply publishing them for sale,
you would find i t would pay you big dividends if you put a few special library prospects on your mailing list gratis. Then
follow up such mailings with appropriate
personal contacts along the lines I have
suggested.
3. Public speaking is always a good means
of getting your story over. There is great
value in being able to tell one's story directly to an audience which could too easily
throw aside a newspaper or shut off a radio.
Certainly there is a wide field available to
your speakers if the proper contacts are
established, and you should be able to
secure numerous dates for them to address
businessmen's clubs, associations or various other groups.
4. Your own annual report to the individual company you represent should definitely be regarded as something more than
a mere statistical tome. Reports can tell an
eloquent story of accomplishments provided they are concise, graphic, practical
and point out results.
5. Word-of-mouth good-will probably still
continues to be about the most effective
asset to any promotional campaign. If you
continue to dedicate yourselves to a service objective, you will be amazed to see how
rapidly will spread the story of what your
special libraries have to offer. One little
courtesy, a single example of unusually
prompt or eflicient service to an individual
within the organization each one of
you is serving is worth infinitely more
than any publicity you could possibly
develop.
Mass audience is not your fundamental
objective. You must concentrate your promotional campaign on "those who count"
directly. But let the word get started
through the rank and file of your own
organization; in due time i t will permeate
to the inner chambers wherein sit those
who control the budgets -and hence the
destinies - of your special libraries.

"SERVEAND REAP"
In conclusion, I would urge upon you a
re-dedication of yourselves to the service
principle that is both inspiration and challenge to the library and the librarian. In
the last analysis, a fine record of service is
the greatest asset you possibly could bring
to any promotional program. Ironic indeed, that a publicity man should take up

his allotted period and overtime as well
to outline a promotional program for you,
only to end by holding up to you the
obvious and basic truism that is an inherent part of your own work. Ironic, but
practical too, for as a result-seeking publicity man he has looked a t service not in any
idealistic way, but remembering the essentially pragmatic little sermon, "He who
serves shall reap!"

SLA's Secretaries
IN THE COURSE of SLA's history the Association has been more than fortunate in
having Secretaries w h o have served the
Association with devotion and efficiency,
Until 1927 the Secretaries were elected
to office and carried, in addition to their
own library work, the ever growing burden of the Secretaryship. At the Toronto
Convention held that year it was voted to
employ a paid secretary to be appointed
annually by the Board. To offset the extra
expense involved by this appointment,
the Institutional Membership was inaugurated. Mrs. Herbert Brigham was vested
with this new office and became the first
paid secretary of the Association. The
office of Headquarters also became a fixed
address.
Following the resignation of Mrs. Brigham in 1932, the Board voted to accept the
generous proposal of thestandard Statistics
Company in New York, through Eleanor
Cavanaugh, its librarian, of office space,
rent free. Miss Rebecca Rankin, Librarian
of the New York Municipal Reference
Library, took over the duties of volunteer
Secretary during the two years preceding
the appointment of Miss Elizdbeth Lois
Clarke as National Secretary. Those who
worked with Miss Clarke during her six
years in oflice know aad appreciate the time
and energy she gave to SLA. I t was indeed
with regret that the Board at its last meeting in Indianapolis accepted her resignation.
The new National Secretary, Mrs. KathSEPTEMBER,
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leen Brown Stebbins, is a worthy successor
to her predecessors. Since assuming her
duties on July first, Mrs. Stebbins, in addition to becoming acquainted with her new
work, has spent the summer months helping Mary Louise Alexander to set up the
machinery for the recently appointed SLA
National Defense Committee, of which
Miss Alexdnder is Chairman, and assisting
Grace Aikenhead, the new Editor of SPECIAL LIBRARIES,
with the Proceedings issue.
Mrs. Stebbins is a native of Rochester,
New I'ork, and a graduate of Smith College with an A.B. degree. She also has a
B.S. degree from Columbia University
School of Library Science. Her library
experience was gained in both public and
special libraries. Her public library work
was with the Rochester Public Library
from 1928 to 1931. In 1936 she became Librarian and Research Editor of the Grolier
Society in New York City. Before coming
with SLA, Mrs. Stebbins was employed
by the Crowell-Collier Publishing Company, where her duties included composing
arricles for a monthly publication, proofreading, editing and writing advertisements, circulars, and general promotion
letters. She has also had experience in interviewing people and making business contacts.
With this varied background of library
technique and business training, Mrs.
Stebbins is well fitted for the numerous
tasks ahead of her as National Secretary
of the Special Libraries Association.
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The History Behind the Manual'
By JEROME K. WILCOX
Associate Librarian, University of California Library, Berkeley

THEMAN

the credit belongs
for the conception of the idea of a manual
of state documents is Mr. Ernest J. Reece
whose excellent Manual on that subject
was published in 191X2In recent years the
need for a new manual on state publications has been felt. During the 1930's i t
was considered as a possible M.A. thesis
subjecr ar several library schools.
Finally, in 1935 Dr. A. F.Kuhlman, then
Chairman of the Committee on Public
Documents, drew up the following tentative outline for a manual: Chapter I, Their
scope and character; Chapter 11, State reporting; Chapter 111, State blue books;
Chapter IV, Financial reporting; Chapter
V, Distribution of American state documents, legal provisions; Chapter VI, Current practice of states in exchange and
distribution of their documents; Chapter
VII, Role of state libraries in the distribution and preservation of state documents;
Chapter VIII, Place of state documents in
the college library; Chapter IX, Place of
state documents in social research; and
Chapter X, Bibliographical problems and
aids. All suggestions up to this time had
envisioned a section by section revision
of the Reece Manual. Dr. Kuhlman's outline suggested for the first time a critical
analysis of the state publication field by
authorities in the public administration
field. Before any actual work materialized,
Dr. Kuhlman's chairmanship terminated,
and the editor found himself Chairman of
this Committee with the responsibility
of the actual publication of the Manual.
TO WHOM

.
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The editor then rearranged the tentative
outline into five parts: Part I, Importance,
character and use; Part 11, Bibliographical
aids; Part 111, Basic state publications; Part
IV, Departmental state reports; and Part
V, Printing and distribution. Of this outline, only Part I1 remained unchanged in
the final Manual. Part IV in this outline
was to consist entirely of outlines of the
publishing activities of all state functions
similar to the more important functions so
treated in the final Manual by h4r. Graves
and Mr. Green. This outline was sent to all
members of the Committee on Public Documents for suggestions and criticisms.
At the New York meeting of the American Library Association in 1937, a luncheon
meeting was held to which were invited
all individuals interested in this Manual.
Here the Kuhlman outline, expanded somewhat by the editor and modified by suggestions from members of the Committee
on Public Documents, was further enlarged
and changed. I t was at this meeting that
the final outline was worked out. The editor was then faced with the task of securing
competent individuals to prepare the
various chapters proposed. After cousiderable correspondence, all chapter assignments were finally made. The final adopted
outline planned to include in Part I chapters on the use of state documents by iibraries and the use of state documents in
collegiate research. These were finally
omitted because i t was felt that considerable duplication of material might ensue
if too many chapters on use were included.
"Departmental state reports" was included
as Chapter 18 in Part I11 of the final outline
instead of forming Part IV as planned in the

editor's tentative outline. I t also became a which state documents might be classified.
digest of recent information on various The beginning chapters in a sense follow
state functions and activities rather than through state government activity as it
an outline of publishing activity by state occurs. First, state constitutional convenfunctions. In the final outline a "Directory tions and constitutions are discussed.
of national associations of state olficers Shortly after the adoption of their conand their publications" formed Part IV. sritutions the legislative bodies of the
Nevertheless, it is hoped that the original states are called together, and the next
purpose of the Manual, namely, t o bring chapter is therefore concerned with legislarogether all pertinent information concern- tive digests and indexes which are the
ing state government activity, functions, means by which legislation in the legislaand publishing, has been attained.
tures can be traced. In tracing legislation
The Manual was originally suggested i t is often necessary to know what action
for publication to the American Library has occurred in the Senate and House, and
Association in November, 1935, by Dr. the next chapter accordingly is a treat.Kuhlman, but i t was not until February, ment on Senate and House Journals. Fi1939, that the manuscript was submitted nally, a certain percentage of all bills
to the Publishing Department of the Ameri- introduced become law, so the following
can Library Association. Later i t was re- chapter is devoted to a compilation of the
edited and finally returned to then1 in latest digests of laws and session laws
August, 1939. Approval for publication by bringing them down to date, with indicathe Editorial Committee and the Execo- tion as to where this legal material may be
rive Board followed quickly, and the final regularly found. Following these chapters
product came off the press in April, 1940. is a bibliography of state manuals or yearThe final product was a manual divided books, official and unoficial, then a brief
:nto five parts. Part I, Importance, character, statement concerning the collected or Legisand use, comprises five critical chapters by lative documents for each of the states,
authorities on that general theme. Here an followed by a brief chapter on aids in locatattempt was made to bring together par- ing state court reports. Chapter 17 is a
ticularly criticisms of and suggestions for critical study on the publications of special
improvement of state government reporting investigations by state legislatures and
as a whole, criticisms of certain largely governors. Chapter 18, the final chapter,
nsed groups of state reporting such as is a bibliography on sources of current
financial reporting, and in general the use information concerning state administrative, regulatory, and advisory functions.
made of state documents.
I t is essential today that the publications
Part 11, Bibliugraphical aid^, includes four
bibliographies. In order to understand of organizations largely composed or made
state reporting and publishing, i t is essen- up of state officials should be closely assotial to know state government organiza- ciated with state document work. With
tion. With this in mind, the bibliography this in mind, Part IV, A directory of national
on state government reorganization studies associations of state uficers and their publicaand that of organization charts and gov- tions, was added.
ernment organization manuals were inPart V, the final one in the Manual,
corporated with a bibliography of check- treats of State printing plants, staFe printing
lists by states of all state publications. The laws, and exchange and distribution of state
final chapter was a selection of important publications. Although the two chapters
references on the subject of state documents. are in the nature of digests, footnotes refer
In Part 111, Basic state publications, were t o the statutes where the law in its entirety
brought together all the major groups into may be found.
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W.P.A. and the Special Collection
By RONALD TODD
In charge of Notthwest Collection, University of Washington Library, Seattle

THATTHE FUND of readily available information and the possibilities for research
service inherent in a special collection of
historical materials can be greatly widened
and extended through a judiciously directed W.P.A. project has been clearly
demonstrated in the University of Washington Library. When the library project
was established in 1936, one of the first
tasks to be undertaken was the organization of a large collection of rare manuscripts which now form a part of a special
collection of Pacific Northwest Americana.
Some of these were bound volumes of letters, diaries and business records, originally
the property of Washington pioneers. Besides there were several thousand individual personal letters and documents.
With the aid of W.P.A. staff members all
unbound materials in this rather formidable array have been carefully sorted, arranged chronologically, placed in sturdy
cardboard folders and filed in steel cases.
The worn leather-bound diaries have been
stored in a vault, while the unwieldy
business journals, day books and ledgers
have been arranged alphabetically and filed
in a special stack room. W.P.A. typists,
under the direction of a trained librarian,
have prepared an accurate author and subject card file showing complete holdings
and exact locations of all manuscripts in
the collection.
Of especial interest among the thousands
of valuable papers thus permanently assembled for the use of future students of
Pacific Northwest history are the letters
of Clarence Booth Bagley, Seattle's beloved
early historian and custodian of pioneer
records. Mrs. Kate Stevens Bates of Olym332

pia has donated to the Library the letters
of her father, Isaac Ingalls Stevens, Washington's dynamic first governor and delegate toCongress. The letters of Eliza Leary,
daughter of governor Elisha Peyre Ferry
and first lady of Seattle society reveal a
host of interesting facts about the social
life of pioneer times.
The era of white-sheeted sailing vessels
is vividly recalled in glancing through the
bound records of the Washington Mill
Company and the Puget Mill Company.
These enterprising mill companies began
to export lumber to California in the fifties
and their carefully posted journals reveal
prices of all grades and sizes of lumber.
Company stores were maintained, and we
find entered in the records the prices the
hardy mill workers paid for such imported
necessities as vinegar, salt pork, calico,
molasses, water-buckets, coal-oil lamps,
candles, and whiskey. A collection of some
fifty-seven business journals of the Methow
Trading Company which established stores
in northern Washington in the eighties
comprises a complete, informal history of
a typical early-day retail company. One
choice item is the journal of the Duck
Brand Saloon, for March 1898. Total daily
sales range from $1.00 to $20.80!
Another W.P.A. activity of considerable
importance in the University of Washington Library has been the indexing of a
number of periodicals relating to the Pacific Northwest which have not been analyzed in any of the H. W. Wilson Company
guides. Chief among the magdzines so
indexed are the 1Neit Shom, Smallej's Magazine, Pacijic Magmine, Oregon Pioneer Association Transacrionr, See America First, The

State, Washington Magazine, Washington
Historian, and Western Trail. A wealth of
valuable information relating t o the Sarly
history of many Northwest counties and
towns and to the agricultural, mineral,
lumbering and fishing resources of the
entire region has thus been disclosed by
competent W.P.A. research workers. Guide
cards showing exact locations of all articles
indexed and arranged in one file by author
and subject have been prepared by project
typists.
An even greater wealth of valuable historical data is being made available by the
indexing of files of the two newspapers,
the Pioneer eY Democrat, published in Olympia (1852-1861) and the Washington Standard also published in Olympia (1860-1921).
The Pioneer eY Dsmocrat was the first journalistic effort in Oregon north of the
Columbia River and was established to
further the separation of "Columbia"
(Washington) from the Territory of Oregon. The entire range of the social, economic and political life of our pioneer
period is revealed in the columns of these
early news sheets, and a thousand and one
events of varying degrees of historical
interest are now recorded. Following are
some of the more important subjects that
have been analyzed in detail: the opening
up of churches, schools, colleges and libraries, progress of local political parties,
development of state government, rise of
the various industries, fluctuations in prices
of food and clothing and the ever changing
panorama of the social life of the frontier.
A very valuable W.P.A. contribution has
been the translation into English of a
number of Russian, French and Spanish
volumes. The workers on the Translation
project are employed through a central
office on the campus and paid from a special
all-University appropriation. A number of
reports in French relating to the early Catholic missions in the Pacific Northwest and
issued by the Society for the Propagation
of the Faith, Quebec, have been completed
and typed in triplicate. Tikhmenev's works

on the opening up of Alaska by the Russians and the formation of the Russian
AmeHtan Fur Company have been put into
English by a competent Russian scholar,
and a romance language graduate has
translated a large collection of Spanish
typescripts relating t o Spanish exploration
on the Pacific coast. About a year ago, a
separate project was temporarily set up for
the purpose of making extra copies of all
library translations then completed. These
extra copies were supplied free of charge
to some thirty libraries and educational
institutions of the region.
Copying of rare manuscripts or documents has been an important phase of
W.P.A. activity in the University of Washington Library. Ten large manuscript
genealogies compiled by the Washington
chapters of the Daughters of the American
Revolution have been copied in duplicate.
Literally thousands of historical and
biographical newspaper clippings have
been sorted, classified and filed in vertical
filing cases. For all biographical clippings,
cards have been typed and filed in a "local"
file. Other completed tasks of varying degrees of difficulty include: the verifying of
footnotes in an article to be published in
an historical quarterly; preparing a detailed index to a volume of rare photostat
manuscripts; searching county histories for
biographies of pioneers of Washington;
typing preliminary copies of a manual on
thesis form; typing book cards and pocketing several thousand volumes in the Pacific
Northwest collection; listing of duplicate
books, pamphlets and newspapers to be
offered to other libraries on exchange;
sorting and listing a large collection of
uncataloged maps; locating in a bound set
of newspapers a series of articles to be
copied later.
Completion of such a variety of work has
bcen made possible by an endeavor on the
part of W.P.A. supervisors and sponsors
to place in the University of Washington
Library those persons best prepared to do
the various tasks to be performed.

The President's Page . . .
DURING
THE PAST FEW YEARS the Association has focused attention on various
subjects of interest to its members a t its
national conventions; notably on "Mobilization of Knowledge" and "Utilization of
Resources" -the themes of the last two
meetings. The results of such concentration
of attention have been so successful that I
am encouraged to think that the time has
come, not to "talk of cabbages and kings,"
as the Walrus said, but of how to run fast
enough "to keep in the same place." The
thought that to get mrnflwhere else "you
must run twice as fast," is disturbing.
For when we consider the greatly increased demands on our Association and
correlate these demands with our personnel, volunteers for the most part, we are
appalled by the effort put forth and the
consequent expenditure in time and money.
So far, we have been able to run faster and
faster and have, at least outwardly, maintained our position. But it is imperative
that we reduce the effort involved, if that is
possible, by an analysis of processes and
objectives. If we can thus release - b y a
closer integration of our services - energy
for further needed contributions, we shall
have been able to keep on with the faster
pace necessary to fulfill our functions.
"Coordination of Services" might very
well be our theme for this year. A pruning
here and a merging there, a simplification
of some routines and a correlating of all
objectives within a frame-work of a wellknit organization, will tend to eliminate
lost motion - a t the Executive Office, in
Chapter and Group and Committee work.

T o this end, I am attempting to correlate
the work of various units by appointments
to committees, members who will represent
the Association's interests geographically.
I am definitely attempting to represent
group interests also in appointments to
appropriate committees. I hope in this way
to secure a wide cross-section of membership to key positions, members who will
contribute background information to
committee councils and who will tiein all relevant approaches to a given
problem.
Specifically, this will mean a closer study
of your individual problem in relationship
to other Association problems. I t will
mean, probably, a larger number of members expected to do more than just understand their own particular job in isolation
from other jobs and general objectives and limitations. I realize that this is asking
a good deal but I am convinced the effort
spent in such analysis will save time in the
long run - even for yourself - and will
mean that the Association's objectives
have had the benefit of your judgment.
May I ask each and every member of
Special Libraries Association to "think
nationally" - w i t h a view to perfecting
the machinery by which the Association
may continue to perform the distinguished
service for which it is known and to which
individual members - unnumbered - and
past officials have contributed so abundantly.
To that end I give you A STRONGER

SLA!
LAURAA. W o o ~ w ~ n n

4
" I used to say end bslieve that pwpk owad ir to their profmion to join S L A . Now, I
tbink the Armciation owes i t to tha profession to do so many important and con~tructic~e
things thar librarianr dam not remain outside." - Mary Louise Alexander.

~.

Books of 1939
Art Books *

Edward MacCurdy. Jonathan Cape, London. 2 v. illus.
£3-34.

MARIAN COMINGS

Mosc Libraries will prefer this to the expensive
Liarory Worh of Lmnorda da Vinri by Dr. Richter. I t

An Librmian, R8feranu D s p o n m ~ a ,
Carn@e LLarary of Pimburgh

Compiirri Nora. -The

public library point of view
has influenced chis selection of titles, but i t includes
those booka which it is rhought will be useiul in any
special collection on art. Some of the foreign titles
were suggested by Eleanor Mitchell, of the University
of Pittsburgh Fine Arts Library. In writing znnotations I had the assistance of Anne Wallgren and Jane
McClure, whose inirials follow their notes.
A r t Presses
In the flood of inexpensive books on art which have
been appearing, i t is the secies rather than the individual book that stands our. The Iris, the Marian,
and the Skira presses, originating abroad, i r e largepaged, with English texr and fine full-color plates. The
Hyperion pressof French origin hasissued inits quarto
size some valuable monographson artists with English
texr, notably "Vincent Van Gagh," by J. B. de la
Faille. The Phaidon press of Austrian origin in its
notably inexpensive books uses particularly good
color prints and large collotype illusrrations, wirh
brief text in English.
General
LAST LECTURES, by Roger Fry. With an Intioducrion by Kenneth Clark. Cambridge University Press,
London, 232 p. illus. 21s.

attempts ro clasriiy and systematize rhe bulky, repetitious and haphazard notes, illumioared by drawings.
Rev. in Bwlhgton Mag. Ocr. '39.
STUDIES IN ICONOLOGY: HUMANISTIC THEMES
IN THE ART OF THE RENAISSANCE, by Ervin
Panofsky. Oxford Univ. Press, N. Y. 262 p. illur. 92
PI. $3.50.
Dr. Panofsky originally published some of rhese
scholarly studies in German, lhis native language. Since
1935 he has been Professor of Humanistic Studies at
Princeton Uniicrsity in the School for Advanced
Srudies, where these iconographic studies were given
as lectures.
Such engrossing subjects as "Father Time," and
"Blind Cupid," and die discussion of the Nea-Placonic
movement will give the book a nor ma Limited an.
dience.

THE WAY OF WESTERN ART, 17761914, by Edgar
Preston Richardson. Harvard Univ. Press, Cambridge,
Mass. 194 p. illus. $4.W.
A study of European and American =it currents wirh
frank emphasis a n American participarion in the
waves of thought that crossed the Atlantic. Not
originally viewed, there bear familiar names: dassic
and romantic idealism, realism, impressionism and its
6UCCeSIOTS.
~~

The Slade lecturer at Cambridge envisaging the
whole history of art, ro be given by England'$ foremost critic, had run only through
when
the death of the lecturer occurred.
Rev. in BurLingorr Mag. Nov. '39.
THE ARTS AND THE ART OF CRITICISM, by
Theodore Meyer Greene. Princeton Univ. Press, Princeton, N. J. 722 p. 300 collotype illus. $5.m.
This Kantian philosophei addresses chose who wish
to find an approach to art that is sound from both the

philosophical and die artistic side. He explores music,
the dance, architecture, sculpture and painting, and
literature in turn, hist as to mnrrer, second as ro form,
and third as to airistic content.
Rev. in Art Dip,. Feb. 15, '40.
THE NOTEBOOKS OF LEONARD0 P A VINCI, nrranged, rendered into English, and introduced by
.This i s rb. rccond 0' 1 lrrler
mrmhcn of rhe usc cum p v p .

0,

e d a z c x r r hook 1ir.s iomplcd

by

~~

MODERN MEXICAN ART, by Laurence 6 . Schmeckebier. Univ. of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 1939.
190 p. 218 pi. (2 col.) $7.50.
A com~rehensivestudv,
. ,bv. descri~tiueanalvsis and
comparison, of contemporary Mexican painting, giving brief biographical notes ao the principal arrists
with a list of their murals.
Rev. in Burlington M q a r i n r . Jan. '40.
J . MrC.
INDIAN ARTS IN NORTH AMERICA, by George
Clapp Vaillanr. Harper, N. Y. 63 p. 96 pl. $5.W.

Historical survey of arc of North American Indian
riibes, tracing its significance and achievement from
its origins to its conremporary representarioni. Secrion
devoted ro "Indian A m after White C o n r a d ' d i r
cusses specific arts in which each geographical group
euccls. Selected bibliography.
ia
B ~ ~ l l i r iJan.
n . '40.
Rev. in P ~ n n i ~ l v a nMuriim
A. w.
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Our Research Bureau w i l l obtain old,
rare o r n e w books for reference and research libraries
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The American Librarians' Agency
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ON
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WAR A N D
PREPAREDNESS

THE 1940 BOOKOFSMALL HOUSES, by the editors
of the Alrhinrturdl Forum. Simon and Schuster, N. Y.
240 p. illus.
Third of the useful series. This gives the Life Magscim houses and the Lodirs Home journal and American
Gas Association competirioos. I t covers cost and
specificarians, plans, photographs, and drawings of
52 erected and 8 remodeled houses. The editors zdvise
caution in accepting the casts, as these are ever vuiable.
Rev. in Arch. Rcc. Aug. '39
AN INTRODUCTION TO FRENCH CHURCH ARCHITECTURE, by Arthui Gardner. Macmillan, N. Y.
354 p. incl. 246 pl. $5.00.
This is a needed little handbook, the text followed
by phorographs especially taken by the author for the
purpose. A paragraph below each picture gives the
fact$ to warrant its inclusion.
RHODE ISLAND ARCHITECTURE, by HenryRussell Hitchcock, Jr. Rhode lslmd Museum Press,
Providence, R. I. 69 p. 81 pl.
The treatment ir chronological by sin stages from
"The Earliest Buildings, 1640-1690," to "Twentieth
Cenrury Architecture, 1900-1939," and forms a study
of American building styles in general. Drawings and
plans in the body of t h e text supplement the photagraphic plates.
NOTRE-DAME OF NOYON IN THE TWELmH
CENTURY; A STUDY IN THE EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE, by Charles
Seymour, Jr. Yale Univ. Press, New Haven, Conn.
202 p. 117 illus. $7.00.
Special studies of French architecture written in
English are strangely rare. This dissertation, by a
Fellow at Yale, has the endorsement of two wellknown authoiiries, who announce in the preface the
csrablirhmenr a t that university of a chair of medieval
~rchaeology,of which this is the first publication.
Measured drawings by AndrC Collin and a11 the concomitants of a volume of research, speak well far the
future volumes in this series.
Rev. in Bodon T ~ ~ ~ mJuly
i p t IS,
. '39.
RICHARD UPJOHN, ARCHITECT AND CHURCHMAN, by Everaid M. Upjohn. Columbia Univ. Press,
N. Y. 243 p. 109 illus. $5.00.
Significant a hundred years later zre these Gothic
interiors of churches, drawings of early Victorian
houses. The elder Upjohn's Gothic exrended as far
wesr as San Antonio and as late as 1870, amply illustrating the whole period of the Gothic Revival in
America.
Rev. in Burligton Mag. Sept. '39.

ARCHITECTURAL BYWAYS IN NEW SPAIN,
MEXICO. PHOTOGRAPHS AND MEASURED
DRAWlNGS OF DOORWAYS, WINWWS, FOUNTAINS, BALCONIES, ETC., by A. L. Murphy Vhay
and David Vhay. Architectural Book Pub. Co.,N. Y.
182 p. 172 illus. $8.03.
Oursranding in new material detailed with accurate
drawings.
OLD HOMES AND GARDENS OF NORTH CAROLINA: PHOTOGRAPHS, by Bayard Woorren; HISTORICAL TEXT, by Archibald Henderson. Published
under the Auspices of The Garden Club of North
Camlina, Chapel Hill, N. C. Univ. ol North Carolina
Press. 103 pl. $10.03.
An edition of 10W copies, presenting in luxurious
format one hundred examples of the Federal period.
Brick and timber, gables, porticoes, and some exrraordinary chimneys are faithfully shown, as well as
a few fine interiors and gardens. The architectural
descriptions are excellent, but l ~ ank index and adequare reference to sources.

GARTEN UND HAUS: DIE SCHONSTEN DEUTSCHEN UND AUSL~~NDISCHEN
WOHNGARTEN
UND IHRE EINBAUTEN, by Herberr Hoffmmn.
Julius Hoffman, Sturtgarr. 190 p. 276 illus. $5.03.
A collection olviews, with a few plans, giving much
needed reference material on the mansirion zone from
house ro garden, garden sears, garebos, walls, water
gardens m d swimming pools. No measured drawings.

Sculpture
SCULFTURE OF TODAY; Commentary by Stanley
Casson. Studio Publications, N. Y. 144 p. incl. plates.
$4.50.
The advanced views of rhe author and his preference
for carved stone rather than cast bronze, influence hi8
selection of examples. He provides a classihcarian inro
which sculptors of all countries fall canrenicntly for
the reader. Amply illustrated and inerpeosiue, chis is
a typical special spring number of the Studio.
SCULPTURE INSIDE AND OUT, by Malvina Hoffman. W. W. Norton, N. Y. 330 p. $3.75.
Admirable phorographic illustrarions araist in
describing techniques of carting, enlargement and reduction, and the necessities of bronze. This iarnous
sculptress believes that a rebirth of the arts is taking
place as a counterbalance to mechanical forces in our
lives. She speaks to those willing to underrake the
severe discipline of anatomical study and dissection,
and the arduous challenge of scone.
Rev. in Snt. Rm. Lit. Sept. 2, '39.
MEDIEVAL STUDIES IN MEMORY OF A. KINGSLEY PORTER, edired by Wilhtlm R. W. Koehler.
Harvaid Univ. Press, Cambridge, Mass. 2 v. illus.
$25.03.

BUILD Y O U R O W N RETIREMENT
INCOME WITH

I

The Penn Mutual Life
Insurance Company

KATHERINE R. BUCKLEY
REPRESENTATIVE
50 CHURCH STREET
NEWYORK
COrtlandt 7-7800
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Subscriptions
T E E F. W. Faxon Company offers a complete, efficient
magazine service to Special Libraries. Send us a copy of your list for
quotation.

Have you a copy of our Librarians' Guide? The 193F40 edition
is now ready. Free on request.
Also, odd numbers of magazines,
volumes or complete sets supplied
from our stock of over a million
magazines.

F. W. FAXON COMPANY
83-91 Francis Street, Back Bag
Boston, Massachusetts
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DO YOU K N O W
THIS MAN?
He is a college graduate, preferably
married, between the ages of 25-35,
with intelligence, background, personality and sales ability.
There is an opportunity for him to
join a young, progressive New York
City Agency of one of the finest, most
conservative life insurance companies in the country. He will receive a
thorough training and a drawing
account to tide him over his first
year in the business.
Plcosc send us his nome so
wt can orrange on intcrvirw

GEORGE P. SHOEMAKER
AGENCY
111 John Street

New York City

It was medieval architecrure and sculpture that
first attracted the lace Professor Porter; first France,
then Lombaidy and Spain, and finally Ireland, were
searched and reported in text and meticulous photographs. These essays are contributions in the fields of
h ~ owr
s
inreresrs, by thirty-six European and American scholars, each in his own language. Excellent
illusrncions.
Painting
ANTOINE WATTEAU, by Gilbert W. Barker. Duckworth, London. 218 p. 8 pl. 10s. 6d.
To this cricic, who has studied French sources,
Warteau's world of charm and ease is rhe escape of thc
rubercular artist from his o w n frustration. His debt
to Giller, Audran, and Rubens all allowed for, the
emphasis is placed an psychological factors.
Rev, in London Srudio. Oct. '39.
THE ART OF C ~ Z A N N E ,by Albert C. Baines and
Violerre de Mazia. Haicourt, Brace and Co., N. Y.
456 p. 171 illus. $5.00.
Like other works of these collaborators, this cantains in the appendix an exhaustive description of
every painting mentioned. The texr deals with C6zanne's discoveries in the realm of plastic dynamism
and color.
Rev. in Parno~rur.Apr. '39.
LEONARD3 DA VINCI; AN ACCOUNT OF HIS
DEVELOPMENT AS AN ARTIST, by KennethClark.
Cambridge Univ. Press. 210 p. 68 pl. 21s.

THE

RUMFORD
PRESS
CONCORD

NEW H A M P S H I R E

WHERE
P R I N T I N G I S STILL A

As Keeper of the Windsor Castle collection of drawings, Sir Kenneth Clark is able to bring to the study
of Leonaida's psychological and artistic development
an intimate knowledge which enables him to throw
our old attribvrions and to connect wirh certain dates
other
of hitherto doubtful sequence. A
delightful book to read, prepared from lectures
given a t Yale in 1936.
Rev. in N m York Timu, Sept. 10, '39.
A TREASURY OF ART MASTERPIECES FROM
THE RENAISSANCE TO THE PRESENT DAY,
edited by Thomas Craven. Simon and Schuster, N. Y.
591 p. incl. 144 '01. pl. $10.W.
From plater based upon new color photographs
taken from the painrings. Each is accompanied by n
popular summing-up of the artist's peisonality.While
oane will agree on every sclcctian this is undeniably
the best achievement in irs field. The plntrs are of zcceprable
and the book though heavy is not
formidable to use.
Rev. in Arr Digrrt. Oct. 1, '39.
LES ARCHIVES DE L'IMPRESSIONNISME: LETTRES DE RENOIR, MONET, PISSARRO, SISLEY
ET AUTRES. MEMOIRES DE PAUL DURAND-

RUEL. DOCUMENTS. Duraad-Ruel, Paris, N. Y. 2 v.
$8.W.
As can easily be gathered, this is a record of the very
imporrant role played by the Durand-Rue1 galleries in
the lives of rhe artists and in the fortunes of their
movement.
GIOVANNI ANTONIO PORDENONE, by Giuseppe
Fiocco. Edizioni d'Arte de ''La Panarie." 165 p. 218
pl. Lire 2W.
Only 900 copies were printed of this imporrant
manograph. The emoriooal quality of the artist is
reflected in rhe ardent praise of the author, who has
rescued him irom a quasi-oblivion, and coiiected
former errors based on Varari. The text and captions
are in Italian only. Collotype illustrations.
Rev. in Burlington Mag. Feb. '40.
THE DRAWINGS OF NICOLAS POUSSIN: CATALOGUE RAISSONB, by Walter FriedlBnder. The
Wnrburg Insticure, London. V. 1. 49 p. 82 pl.
E 2-1W.
This first volume illustrates and describer only the
drawings of Biblical subjecrs. A larer volume is to
include the introduction to the work.
Rev. in Burlingron Mag. Oct. '39.
ALESSO BALWVINEITI, by Rurh Wedgwwd
Kennedy. Yale Univ. Press. New Haven. 1939. 253
p. incl. 163 illus. $lj.W.
Aoalyrical monograph esmblishing the chronology
of Baldavinetri's painting. Carefully documented by
means of appended notes. Bibliography, however,
is not separately listed, and mmusr be extracted from
the footnotes.
Rev. in Arr Bwllrrin. Mar. '39.
A. U
'.
WESTERN EUROPEAN PAINTING OF THE RENAISSANCE, by Frank Jewett Mather, Jr. Henry
Holr, N. Y. 873 p. illus. $6.M).
An easily read narrative, told as by one reasonable
man to another, complerely disarming in style.
Rev. in far. Rw. of Lsr. Dec. 30, '39.
INGRES, by Walter Pach. Harper, N. Y. 290 p. pl.
q6.W.
This first biography in English of an artist commonly revered for his classic line, gives abundant
quotarions from his dogmatic sayings to demonstrare
the passion of Iogres for realism, which Pach considers
his fundamend riait.
Rev. in Arr Digrrt. Feb. IS, '40.
SASSETTA, by John Pope-Hennessy. Charto and
Windur, London. 238 p. 32 pl. £1-5-0.
An authoritative monograph on this long-neglected
painter of Siena whose work is n o w sought by museums. His earlier and l a m manners are here dirtinguished 2nd analyzed.
Rev. in Burlington Mag. Sepr. '39.

PROCEEDINGS
of

SPECIAL LIBRARIES
ASSOCIATION
32nd Annual Convention
JUNE 3-6, 1940
INDIANAPOLIS
An invaluable reference tool
for business firms, publishers,
booksellers, binders, associations, colleges, public and special libraries.
Contains: Reports of discussion groups on public relations,
standards and personnel,
methods.
Symposium on cooperation in
business library service including principles underlying business reference service, methods
in using supplementary contacts, relating business library
service to the community.
Papers on special librarianship,
IIispanic-American resources,
Gutenberg's invention, management, the library and
liberation.
Articles on mental hygiene,
dental education, research, libraries in Egypt and Syria,
periodical indexes, music library problems, progress in
conservation education, hospital libraries, insurance college,
a political library.

132 pages

$1.00 plus postage

Order from

SPECIAL LIBRARIES
ASSOCIATION
31 East Tenth Street, NewYork
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GIST OF ART: PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE EXIN THE CLASSROOM AND STUDIO:
RECORDED WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF HELEN
FARR, by John Slam. Americm Arrists Group, Inc..
N. Y. 346 p. illus. $3.75.

7

POUNDED

!

FOR SALE

One of "The Eight," Sloan has rich reminiscences
of his sixty-eight years, but is more vivid in his e&rt
to fire the studenr with his own methods and ideals.
Rev. in Arr Digclt. Oct. 1, '39.

American Chemical Society,
Journal: complete set from
beginning
American Journal of Physiology: complete set
Berichte, Deutsche Chemische
Gesellschaft: Vols. 1 8 - 6 1

MODERN FRENCHPAINTERS, by R. H. Wilkenrki.
Reynal & Hitchcock, N. Y. 424 p. i d . 135 illus.
Taking each span of ten years of the period from
1863 to 1939 as a scene in the development of the
drama, our ingenious English critic follows with the
lives of the main characters for that decade, to be
continued if they also entered the stage in the next
scene. The effect is repetitious but illuminating.
Rev. in Timer (London) Lit. Ssp. FFe. 17, '40.

(1885-1928)

Chemical Reviews: complete set
Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering: complete set
Kunststoffe: Vols. 1-15
Soc. of Chemical Industry (London), Journal: complete set

WANTED:
Bell Telephone Record: 1925-1927.
Chemirches Centralblatt: all or a n y
years.
Colloid S y m p o s i u m M o n o g r a p h :
Ninth (1931). a n d T e n t h (1932)
Annual.
Engineering Index (A.S.M.E.):
1928-1938 all or any.

D!3R HISTORISCHE G R ~ ~ N E W A L D ,MATHIS
GOTHARDT-NEITHARDT, by W. K. Ziilch. F.
Bruckmann, Munich. 449 p. 214 illus. RM. 25.

i

1918,

to the amateur or

Oil a n d Soap: all or any.
Oil a n d F a t Industriei Journal: all or
any.

SANDWICH GLASS, by Ruth Webb Lee. Published
by the Author, Framingham Centre, Mass. 526 p.
202 pls. $lO.W.

Pharmaceutisches Centralblatt:
1830-1896 all or any.
Zeitsehr. f. Elcktroehernie,ete.: 19181939.
always

UNIVERSUM
BOOK EXPORT CO.,lnc.
45 East 17th Street
NEW YORK, N. Y.

A r t s of Decoration
AMERICAN HISTORICAL VIEWS ON STAFFORDSHIRE CHINA, by Ellauise Baker Larsen. Doubleday,
Doran, N. Y. 270 p. $10.00.
A handsome, well-illustrated quarto book, of value
collector because of its
annotated lists of views, index, sketches of borders,
and brief biographies af artists and potrers.
J. McC.

Institute of Radio Engineers, Proe.:
a n y of Vola. 1 4 .

F O R E I G N journals
WANTED.

A fully illustrated work of research into the biag r a p h i d data and the sequence of the artist's famous
altarpieces. Dr. Zulch doubts the suggestion of a visit
to Italy, but considers it probable that Neithardt (or
as usually known, Griinewald) visited the Netherlands and Burgundy.
Rev. in Burlington Mag. Oct. '39.

i
4

3

An authoritative and well-illustrated book of research on the history of the Sandwich works and its
products, presenting interesting marerial never before
reproduced. Deding mainly with lacy glass.
J. McC.
R ~ V .in Anrrqwl. Mar. '40.
DUNCAN PHYFE ANDTHE ENGLISH REGENCY.
1795-1830, by Nancy McClelland. Wm. R. Scott,
N. Y. 364 p. 295 illus. $15.W.
Agziorr a background of rhe English resency and
the classical revival in America, the author draws an
admirable ~ i c t u r eof our most illustrious 19rh century

AMERICAN POlTERS AND POTTERY.. by. Tohn
"
Ramsay. Hale, Cushman and Flint, Boston. 304 p.
illus. $3.75.
An extensive study of ware made from colored bodies
between 1684 and 1900. The work is notable far its
excellent check-lists of potters, potteries and their
marks. Workable bibliography. Well indexed.
Rev. in Anrigucr. Nov. '39.
J. AM.
GLI SMALTI DEL MUSE0 SACRO VATICANO.
Catalogo del Musea Sacro, V. 11, by F. Stohlman. 66
p. 35 pl. Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Vatican
City. Lire 200.
Each piece of enamel cataloged is well illustmted,
though nor in color. The first volume of the Vatican
catalog d e d t with ivory and was written by Professor
C. R. Morey.
Rev. in Burlington Mag.Frb. '40.
TOMB TILE PICTURES OF ANCIENT CHINA, by
William Charles White. Toronto Univ. Press, Toronro,
Canada. 69 p. 127 pl. $3.50.
Here are described tiles from tomb-chambers now
in rhe Ontario Museum of Archaeology.
Rev. in B ~ r i i i ~ f oMSA.
n
Dec. '39.
O t h e r Special Subjects
THE MUSEUM IN AMERICA, A CRITICAL STIJDY,
by Laurence Vail Coleman. The American Association
of Museums, Washington, D. C. 3 v . $7.50.
Ar President, Dr. Coleman has visired about two
thousand museums
Rev. in Pnmarrur. Ocr. '39.
Exhibition Catalogues
LIFE IN AMERICA: A SPECIAL LOAN EXHIBITION OF PAINTINGS HELD DURING THE PERIODOF THE NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR, APRIL
24 TO OCTOBER 29. The Metropolitan Museum of
Art, N. Y. 230 p. 288 illus. $l.CQ.
PICASSO: FORTY YEARS OF HIS ART, edited by
Alfred H. Bar&., with two Statements by the Artist.
In callaborarion with the Art Institute of Chicago.
The Museum of Modern Art, N. Y. 207 p. illus. bibl.
$2.50.
CATALOGUE OF EUROPEAN PAINTINGS AND
SCULPTURE FROM 13W-1800, compiled by George
Henry McCall under the editorship of William R.
Vdenriner. Masterpieces of Art, New York World's
Fair, May to October. 1939. (N. Y.) 215 p. 96 pl.
$1.00.
OFFICIAL CATALOGUES OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF FINE ARTS. Golden Gate International Exposition. San Francisco. Architectural Models, 5.25; Contemporary Art, $.75; Decorative Arts, $1.00; Pacific
Cultures, $1.50.

STECHERT
LIBRARY
SERVICE
has won recognition for its
reliability

NOT ONLY FOR BOOK
SELLING -BUT ALSO
FOR BOOK BUYING

STECHERTS

are always in the

market to purchase complete sets
or long runs of scientific journals
and

periodicals -domestic

as

well as foreign.
Complete libraries of books also
wanted.
Send in your list of duplicate
material and sets no
longer needed

STECHERT SERVICE
Combined Shipments

- Fewer Invoices

Less Detail in Ordering

G. E. STECHERT
& COMPANY
Booksellers
31 East 10th Slreet

NEW YORK

TIIE LIBRARIAN and enrh assistant ulhu deols
i" p,,rc1"Zs<, repair and dixtrihutian "1b.,,,Pr has
Jrquenr need to hove uc his Jrreer tips tlrc nomcs
end oddrcs~esof oll thnru who may he of service.
Tns L m r n r w M m a m PLICRie a book, listins
all important m d uspful names and addrersea,
including individuals who play a part in the
field of "books in motion." I t rrmhlei the naer to
find quickly and exacrly eervic.%, n~at~riills
and
amiatauce in all .war of l i t ~ r s r ycxploitatian. It
represents a vslualrle and raref,.l n.innowing
from m a n y sourcesdvery de~irableinformation.

Tue L ~ m n m r.\l*nnm PLACE
i~a book liidng.
in al~habetiralonlcr by aubjecr, the namea and
addresses of 1000 husine66cc or acrric~aenpaged
in. or available for, effective promotion of literary
produ~te.Thc alphabetical arrangement is adequately cmsa-indexed to enable the uaer to find
quickly any ficld of servieu desircd.

The Literary Market Place
IJy Jonx Kcrm ~ [ A N R A R A N
Cloth..

. 128 pages.. . Price $1.25

R. R. BOWKER CO.
62 W. 45th Stmet, A e w York

THE BIBLIOGRAPHIC INDEX
Begun January 1938
A Cumulative Bibliography of Bibliographies
0 A p a r r e r l y index, with annual
a n d five-year cumulations, t o curthose
r e n t b i b l i ~ ~ r a p l l i eincluding
s
published separately as books a n d
pamphlets, a n d thosc published as
p a r t i of books a n d periodical articles. References are included also
t o new editions, supplements a n d
reprints of general a n d universal
bibliographies. national and trade
bibliographies, a n d general subject
bibliographies. Sold on t h e service
basis.

For Full Information Write

THE H. W. WILSON COMPANY
950 University Avenue, Now York City

There are now SEVEN cities where you
get more for your money at a

d a d w HOTEL
.

BOSTON

BUFFALO

.

DETROIT

*

-

CLEVELAND

S T . LOUIS

PITTSBURGH

NEW YORK

Hotel William Penn

Hotel Pennsylvania

Without charge, the manager of any Slotler hotel will be
glad to make reservations for you at any of the other Statlers

*

LIBRARY BINDERS

WILLIAM BRAUNSTEIN & SON, Inc.
245 SEVENTH AVENUE

ESTABLISHED
IN 1902

.

LATEST
EQUIPMENT

.

N E W Y O R K CITY

PERFECT
WORKMANSHIP

.

MINlMUM
OF TIME AND COST

Announcing

I

1

-

Book On Aircraft
Added at Library

AE-ROSPHERE
T h e current emphasis o n national defense problems a n d t h e
skyrocketing expansion of the aeronautical industry make
A E R O S P I I E R E a "'mast" o n your fall purchase list!
A E R O S P I I E R E is tho new 1120-page intornational aeronautical encyclopedia t h a t tells everything you want t o know about
world-wide acronauties. A E R O S P H E R E is edited by Glenn D.
Angle, who was for 6 years i n charge of aircraft engine design
for t h e U. S. Army a n d is a n Associate Fellow of t h e Institute
of t h e Aeronautical Sciences.

Huge Volume Seen as
OfficialSource Publication On Planer.
Xee0i"g pace wrth the city'.
gmwing interest in auiatm, Central ~ibrary'stechnical department

Contents
PLANES. Descriptjone and photos of t h e 721 planes currently being made in 26 countries. European and American
war planes, transports, trainers, everything.
E N G I N E S . Descriptione (1524 illustrations) of every aircraft
engine ever made. 3000 models. Indexed a n d cross-mdexed.
Principal specifications of all current models.
STATISTICS. 63 pages of vital inforn~ation
D I R E C T O R Y . Names a n d addresses of all firms engaged in
aeronautics a n d namea of manufacturers making all produels
used in aeronautics.

Comments

...

"Very uaeful
it ha. already been uaed extencively by our public."
Yonkers PuMic Library.

-me .ariaan

..

eovera aircraft stridas of all
"New book gives wide plane data.
nations. .. moat comprehensive and accurate single volume on a e m
oavtics ever printed. . . planes of all countries are pictured and
de~eribedas to construction and performance." - New York Times.

~ngineering com-

pany of Indianapohs. Ind.. since

1929 a divlsion of the General Mctors ~arporafion,had long before
e.tabli*ed
an excellent repvfatlon
top m e workmanship in the m u m
of manufaetvrfng erperimenfal
part for racing ean and a l r e r m
engine%''
~ ~ d Rghmg
~ r nplaner of Germany England France. Italy and
the &Xed ~ t a i e are
s
included, *Ithough the editor asya '"the Enmnn~ethas made the task f a r
more dimmlt than under normal

"Most ambicions undertaking in the entire sphere of aviation litera.
..photographs are maaterpieees of artistry
should be on
every library shelf and available a t every mpneering firm for eonsultation by its enpneers and sales force.
complete and authoritatire. .finely bound.
~ l o s s a 1 . ~ -U. S. A i r Sesese~ices.
fure

.

...

.

wndiflona!'

..

..

"Much impressed with the care with which this book was prepared
colossal amount of data."
J . A. Warthington, K o p m r s Cu.

L. L. Dickerson, librarian, has
mumouneed
that the volume will be
amllebla to m e pvblic in the treh-

...

-

-

Price: $15 ~ l u sshipping charges

American firm are directly or indirectly used
The p o d u c t s of a l n ~ o s every
t
i n aviation. You need AEROSPZZERE. You will be referring t o it daily!

.........................................
* AIRCRAFT PUBLICATIONS, 370 Lexin~tonAve.,
City, U. S. A.
e a
quickly aa possible.
** Dear Sirs: Please ship . . . . . . . . ~ ~ ~ofi AEROSFIIERE
Ship
open
money order enclosed.
* Fd . . . . . . . . . . . o. . .Check
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Add
..................................
** B y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dote . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.........................................
Now York
aa

or

nn

346

O
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us oo
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SPECIAL
LIBRARIES

Accuracy

Speed

T

Quality

T

0ress, gnc.
Pandick J
FINANCIAL

*

CORPORATION

LAW AND COMMERCIAL

PRINTING
22 THAMES STREET,NEWYORK
Telephone REdor
A

Day

C

2-3447

PANDICK, Manager

and Night

Service

LIBRARY BINDERS AND BOOKSELLERS
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
74 Oralon s e a l

Ranch Oficet
580 FiW Avmue, New York

RADEMAEKERS LIBRARY AND SCHOOL BINDINGS have won universal recognition because of durability and attractive appearance.
THE BINDERY IS OLD: the binding methods are NEW, uptodate, practical.
Prompt service is a specialty.
Prices, samples, trained representatives, await the summons of the librarians.

SPECIAL SERVICE

for Magazine Bindings

We are prepared to supply our trade, at cost, with almost any back numbered
issue of Technical Magazines or Trade Journals.
Send us your magazines for binding and let us worry about your missing issues.

The Reference Book-of-the-Year
For Special Librarians-

A TECHNICAL
DICTIONARY
Edited by C. F. Tweney

DEFINES TERMS USED IN EVERY
BRANCH OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY
INCLUDING:
ACOUSTICS
HEATING
AERONAUTICS
HYDRAULICS
ANATOMY
ILLUMINATION
ARMS AND AMMUNITION MATHEMATICS
ASTRONOMY
MEDICINE
METALLURGY
BIOLOGY
BUILDING
METEOROLOGY
CHEMISTRY
MINERALOGY
CINEMATOGRAPHY
OILS
DIELECTRICS
PAPER-MAKING
ENGINEERING
PHOTOGRAPHY
FOUNDRY PRACTICE
PHYSICS
PLUMBING
FUELS
PRINTING
GENETICS
PSYCHO-ANALYSIS
GEOLOGY

RADIO
RAILWAYS
SANITARY ENGINEERING
SHIP CONSTRUCTION
SOUND RECORDING
SURGERY
SURVEYING
TELEGRAPHY
TELEPHONY
TELEVISION
TEXTILES
THERMIONICS
TYPOGRAPHY
VETERINARY SCIENCE
ZOOLOGY

AND MANY OTHERS
XPERTS in #very branch of icience
and rndustry collaborat~d on the
&finitions. T h rorurch war ~poniored
by t h firm of W . and R. Charnbsrs of
Edinburgh, intmarionaiLy ffamour for
th& rofswnce boob.

THE MACMILLAN CO.

thousan& of words not
I NCLUDES
.
. . .
found m ordrnary dtrttonarres; alro
.

ursful scbntijFr rabies and a bibliography of rrcommnded rafrrence boob in
important f d d s .

60 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

